chapters address several problems grouped into four areas: history and methods, object perception, combining of information from different sensory channels, and speech perception. The final chapter focuses on some emerging themes and speculations about future research.
The goal of the editors in the first chapter is to set the problems and issues in the study of perceptual development in infancy. Although the overview is fairly comprehensive, it reads more like a stream of consciousness of current activities in the field than a systematic stage setting for things to come. For readers to obtain a better framework for the contributed chapters, the editors' final chapter might be read along with the first. Do infants expect an integrated sensory experience in which inputs are received from several senses in parallel, or do infants selectively attend to single sensory channels? Consider the perceptual paradoxes presented to infants by Boris Crassini and his colleagues. Mothers' voices were presented when mothers were out of sight. Similarly, infants watched voiceless faces of their mothers. The lips and other parts of the face moved while the mothers were speaking, but the sound was made inaudible. Impartial observers judged the infants to be grave, surprised, and close to crying. The researchers concluded that the infants' experience violated their expectations, given the hundreds of previous episodes in which sight and sound of mother were linked together. In contrast to selectively attending to one source of information, infants appear to be able to (and in fact naturally do) integrate multiple sources of information specifying some event.
David Finlay and the late Algis Ivinskis report a host of studies of cardiac change in response to auditory and visual stimuli. The research travels far beyond the topics traditionally addressed in studies of the orienting reflex. The authors have attempted to dissect the orienting reflex, and find several aspects of attention involved in the behavior. Their findings lead them to distinguish among alerting, overt directing, covert directing, detection, decision, and stimulus processing. Day concludes that size constancy-the veridical perception of size with changes in distance-is established in the first half-year of life. Current experimental procedures with infants cannot measure how complete size constancy is, and there is other evidence that underconstancy occurs until about 10 or 11 years of age. Constancy is also influenced by higher order cognitive processes that can be manipulated by instructions. Day acknowledges the contribution of cognitive processes on visual size constancy, an unmodular thing to do. Perhaps conceiving size constancy as resulting from the integration of multiple sources of information-both bottom-up and top-down-is a more parsimonious solution. Michael Cook has documented the ability of 3-month-old infants to discriminate between different solid forms. Infants were habituated to a given form presented at various tilts out of the frontoparallel plane and then tested on a variety of forms presented at a variety of orientations. Previous studies had confounded size discrimination with form discrimination, leaving their interpretation ambiguous. In the present study, infants were tested on both novel forms and novel sizes. The ingenious experiments revealed that the infants can distinguish rectangle from trapezoid, square from triangle, square from trapezoid, and a cube from an L-form.
McKenzie addresses the issue of the development of spatial orientation in human infancy. Expanding on a Piagetian analysis, she assesses the types of environmental features that support allocentric spatial orientation. Her results, along with other research, indicate that infants as young as 8 months have a mental place-keeping system and have difficulty maintaining spatial orientation without using visible cues. In addition, movement is not a necessary condition for a spatial representation of position.
Denis Burnham studies the role of movement in object perception. Although movement is a highly salient stimulus for infants, it functions in several ways. Not unreasonably, it can enhance, suppress, or be incidental to object perception. An intriguing idea is that movement functions as an object feature-whatever this means. The infant learns to attend to those movements that are important for the identification of the objects, and to filter out those types of movement that are unimportant for object identification. The former is biological movement, and the latter is nonbiological movement.
Jeff In their concluding commentary, the editors highlight some of the implications of the preceding chapters. One is that the controversy between direct and indirect perception points of view is far from being resolved. The hopeful note is that we now have more powerful techniques to address the issue. A second observation involves the importance of determining process rather than simply outcome. Finding an increase in the accuracy of spatial perception or speech perception with age is not as important as uncovering the processes responsible for this increase. Related to the orientation towards process is the need for a fine-grain analysis of behavior. As an example, the duration of looking in a habituation study can be supplemented with measures of the nature of the behavior during looking.
In summary, the book is a valuable resource in the area of perceptual development in early infancy, and its provincial makeup of authors might be considered an asset rather than a deficit. Although the editors probably could have made it even more apparent, there is a reasonably consistent set of themes and goals throughout the book. The reader comes away with a more coherent representation of the contribution than is the case with most edited works. 
